
WRITING A PROJECT CHARTER EXAMPLE SIX

The Six Sigma project charter is a building block for any successful project. Learn the importance and basic concepts of
developing a Six Sigma.

Example 7: Establishment of operations, procurement, marketing and other teams Store supplies stocked and
displayed Store staffing completed, including work schedules Establishment of store operations policies,
including hours of operation Assumptions The assumptions in creating the project are to be outlined.
Completing a charter in the define phase of Six Sigma, if done correctly, will be your go-to guide when it
comes to keeping teams, stakeholders and leaders on track through a pre-determined guide that must be
available to everyone working on the project, product or process of improvement. He has 15 years of
experience leading and executing lean six sigma programs and projects. Is it rapidly snowballing out of
control? You should also have a deeper understanding of what it takes to get the job done. Anybody referring
to this kind of problem statement would know how long the problem has been appearing for, the magnitude or
size of the problem and how much it is costing the business. Project Plan The sixth element of the Six Sigma
project charter is the project plan. The Stakeholder? If something is urgent or substantial, now is the time to
address it. Business Case A Business Case is the quantifiable reason why the project is important. The final
approval will be the Dean of Undergraduate Studies. It describes the approach to solve the problem statement
defined in the Six Sigma project charter but does not provide the answer or the solution. Example 1: Rice
University is planning to create a store to sell computer supplies. Get our latest content before everyone else.
Significant milestones and a schedule of deliverables to keep the project running on time without pieces
falling through the cracks. Many businesses set general guidelines around how long projects should take. Are
you getting ready to spearhead a lean six sigma project? Example The goal of this project is to provide income
for the Rice Student Center while supplying necessary items to students and faculty at competitive prices. Do
this correctly, and you and your team will be well on your way to a highly successful project outcome the first
time around. This field is mainly for documentation purposes. Is this issue slowing your manufacturing down?
It would defeat the purpose of the project. Goal Statement: What is the goal of the project? Why Bother Using
One? Answer questions such as: Who? Scope can include product families, geographical areas, departments,
etc. Or is it costing you in skyrocketing operating expenses? If you did not receive, make sure you check your
spam folders and add masterofproject.


